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Project Background
The brain machine interface (BMI) project was started in 2013 in the UD
Vision Lab, with the goal of enabling autonomy for disabled persons.
Advancements in EEG headsets and their software has resulted in better
thought pattern recognition. Recently, the ability to recognize signals from
the brain in a more efficient manner has allowed these signals or thoughts
to be processed and implemented in real-time. Real-time refers to using
live streaming data, rather than pre recorded data. Advancements made
in encoding these thoughts into actions also contributes to real-time
action, allowing this technology and software to have endless
applications. Figs 1, 2, and 3 show the headsets used in this project.

Data Processing

Robotic Arm Control and Activities

The recognition algorithms pass the data through a series of preprocessing steps
to manipulate the data into a usable format. This preprocessing phase strips off
noise and unnecessary information such signals due to eye blinks, and prepares
the data in a consistent format for the thought classification algorithm. First, the
direct current power offset is subtracted from the headset readings (Fig 5). Then,
the data is filtered with a Daubechies 8 wavelet transform, decomposing each
node’s signal into five features and band limiting it to the supported headset
frequencies. Fig 6 shows the resulting signals for different thoughts, with 25 total
features (5 features/node x 5 nodes).

The Robai Cyton is a 7 degrees-of-freedom robotic arm (Fig 9). These additional
degrees of freedom allow the arm to move in a fluid motion, behaving similarly
to a human arm. The arm has been used in past work on this project to
complete tasks such as using a pen to play tic-tac-toe, playing keys on a piano,
and picking up certain objects.

Fig 8: UI State Machine

Fig 5: Removal of DC offset
Fig 1: Emotiv EPOC
– 14 EEG channel
headset

Fig 2: Emotiv Insight
– 5 EEG channel
headset

Fig 3: Electrical
Geodesic, Inc – 256
node EEG headset

EEG Data Collection GUI
A robust software suite, in Fig 4, was designed
and built to connect and access data from two
of the headsets. The application organizes
thought recognition data into user specific
folders in the form of comma separated
values (CSV) files. The application also has
Fig 4: GUI
the capability to create new user directories or load an existing user
directory. Using one of these directories, the application is then able
to save raw EEG data into that location. Once raw EEG data has been
acquired, the user is able to process and train the collected data
through proprietary Vision Lab thought recognition algorithms in
MATLAB. As a result of this processing, the application functions as a
third party EEG thought recognition suite satisfying one of the Vision
Lab’s goal for this project.

Fig 6: Examples of filtered signal
from Insight headset

Thought Classification
For thought classification, a trainable Extreme
Learning Machine (ELM) feedforward neural
network is employed (Fig 7). This classification scheme
was chosen because of its low complexity, good
generalization performance, and higher training
speed relative to other neural network models. Fig 7: Diagram of an ELM
The number of input nodes varies by headset, and the accuracy is highest when
there are about 1500 hidden nodes.
The output for a node in the
The objective function when
ELM is given as:
training is to minimize:

Results
After collecting the data from the Insight and EGI headsets, data was processed
and ELM was trained to differentiate between five distinct thoughts. Thoughts
collected with the 5 node Insight headset were differentiated with 47% accuracy,
and thoughts collected with the 256 node EGI consistently achieve >90% accuracy.

Fig 9: Robai Cyton Veta

Some improvements our team made on
the original robotic arm user interface
included adding additional navigational
commands, providing more explicit
display outputs for the state machine
and activities (Figs 9 and 10), and
adding an additional activity to save the Fig 10: Action/Activity
location of the pen, hand, and mug.
Selection State Machine

Phoneme Recognition
A promising application of the EEG thought recognition technology is thoughtto-speech translation. Speech is constituted of phonemes, the most atomic
unit of sound, and each phoneme is associated with specific muscle
movements in the face, jaw, and throat, which are signaled in specific regions
of the brain. Audio phoneme detection with neural networks was investigated
(Fig 11). EEG data of a
speaker saying and thinking
phonetically diverse
sentences was collected to be
Fig 11: Audio spectrogram with
further analyzed and classified.
corresponding phonemes and words

